We present methods to assess whether gamma-ray excesses towards Milky Way dwarf galaxies can be attributed to astrophysical sources rather than to dark matter annihilation. As a case study we focus on Reticulum II, the dwarf which shows the strongest evidence for a gamma-ray signal in Fermi data. Dark matter models and those with curved energy spectra provide good fits to the data, while a simple power law is ruled out at 97.5% confidence. We compare RetII's spectrum to known classes of gamma-ray sources and find a useful representation in terms of spectral curvature and the energy at which the spectral energy distribution peaks. In this space the blazar classes appear segregated from the confidence region occupied by RetII. Pulsars have similar gamma-ray spectra to RetII but we show that RetII is unlikely to host a pulsar population detectable in gamma rays. Tensions with astrophysical explanations are stronger when analyzing 6.5 years of Pass 7 than with the same amount of Pass 8 data, where the excess is less significant. These methods are applicable to any dwarf galaxy which is a promising dark matter target and shows signs of gamma-ray emission along its line of sight.
Dark matter is the dominant form of mass in the Universe but has, so far, been characterized only through its gravitational effects on astronomical scales. Its microscopic nature, holding fundamental implications for particle physics and cosmology, has yet to be revealed. Astrophysical searches for the high energy particles produced if dark matter annihilates with its antiparticle are a promising way to discover and characterize weakly interacting massive particles with a mass in the GeV-TeV range [see, e.g. [1] [2] [3] .
Dark matter annihilation ought to take place anywhere in the universe where dark matter particles encounter each other with sufficient frequency. The annihilation products typically result in the generation of gamma rays, which suffer little deflection or absorption on their way to Earth. This motivates a great variety of searches for anomalous gamma-ray emission in different targets [e.g. 3] , including the Galactic Center [e.g. [4] [5] [6] , the Galactic halo [e.g. [7] [8] [9] , Milky Way dwarf galaxies [e.g. [10] [11] [12] , galaxy groups and clusters [e.g. [13] [14] [15] , large scale structure [e.g. [16] [17] [18] , and in the isotropic gamma-ray background [e.g. [19] [20] [21] .
In searches for dark matter annihilation that gives rise to emission over a continuous energy range (as opposed to a monoenergetic gamma-ray line), conventional astrophysical processes produce gamma rays which compete with the (possibly subdominant) dark matter signal. In this regard, Milky Way dwarf spheroidal galax- * a.geringer-sameth@imperial.ac.uk † koushiappas@brown.edu ‡ mgwalker@andrew.cmu.edu ies are unique as compared with other targets: they are dark matter dominated systems which contain no known sources of astrophysical emission, making them particularly clean laboratories for dark matter annihilation searches.
In recent years, dwarf searches have benefited tremendously from full-sky observations of the Large Area Telescope on board the Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope (Fermi LAT) [22] , analysis techniques capable of combining observations of many targets [11, 12, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , the discovery of new Milky Way satellites [e.g. [32] [33] [34] , and the characterization of the dark matter distributions within these systems [e.g. [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] .
With the increasing sensitivity of this effort, it is important to consider how evidence of annihilation in dwarfs might first present itself. While the first goal is always to detect any gamma-ray excess, when indications of one appear we must be prepared to rigorously evaluate whether it originates from dark matter annihilation. In this paper we consider such "next steps" that can be taken to test a dark matter hypothesis when a signal presents itself.
This work is motivated by the 2015 discovery of Reticulum II (RetII), a nearby Milky Way dwarf galaxy found in photometric data from the Dark Energy Survey (DES) [50, 51] and confirmed spectroscopically as a system dynamically dominated by dark matter [52] [53] [54] . Intriguingly, analysis of 6.5 years of Fermi data reveals a gamma-ray excess between about 2 and 10 GeV significant at the p = 0.0001 to 0.01 level, depending on how the background is modeled [55] (p being the probability that background processes alone can generate such "signal-like" data).
While this finding was confirmed by an independent analysis [56] of the same data, known as "Pass 7", the Fermi-LAT and DES collaborations found a decreased significance, p = 0.05, for RetII using a reprocessing of the raw LAT data ("Pass 8") over a similar 6 year baseline [57] (and a background model analogous to the one that yielded p = 0.01 above). Subsequent analyses, using ∼ 6 − 7 years of data, also show decreased significance in Pass 8 [58, 59] as compared with Pass 7.
Since these last studies were performed, however, the Pass 8 significance has apparently continued to rise. Recently Li et al. [60] presented a 9-year analysis that closely follows the procedure of the 6-year studies [12, 57, 58] . They find that RetII steadily grows in significance from three to six to nine years in Pass 8. They give an uncalibrated significance of T S = 13.5 (T S being twice the log-likelihood ratio between the dark matter annihilation and background-only hypotheses). While they do not attempt to quantify the trials factor due to testing multiple dark matter masses, annihilation channels, and halo profiles, the local significance (assuming χ ; a trials factor of ∼ 3 − 10 usually suffices for testing multiple masses and channels [11] ). We analyze 6.9 and 10 years of Pass 8 data with the identical method described in [55] and also observe a rise in significance. The reason for the change in significance between Pass 7 and Pass 8 remains unclear (we discuss consistency in Sec. VII). Nonetheless, in both data sets RetII possesses the most significant gamma-ray signal of any dwarf galaxy [11, 55, 56, 60] .
We take RetII as a case study in the first indication of excess gamma rays from the direction of a dwarf galaxy and consider further hurdles that a dark matter interpretation must overcome. That is, we operate under the assumption that there is a gamma ray source along the direction toward RetII and then seek to characterize this source (we discuss the basis of this assumption in Sec. II B). We emphasize that a dark matter origin cannot be established as long as there is a plausible astrophysical explanation for the gamma-ray excess. The goal of this work is to rigorously address this possibility.
One strategy is to observe the dwarf at longer wavelengths to try to identify a possible astrophysical counterpart. In a dedicated radio observation, Regis et al. [61] identified two blazar candidates (BL Lacs) among the sources in RetII's vicinity. As a population, blazars are often associated with gamma-ray emission. However, the distributions of radio, optical, and X-ray fluxes of gamma-ray loud vs. gamma-ray quiet blazars are highly overlapping [e.g. 62], making the prediction of any individual blazar's gamma-ray flux quite challenging. At higher frequencies, Siegert et al. [63] report a detection of 511 keV emission from the direction of RetII, which the authors suggest may be due to an accreting black hole (microquasar) within RetII [63, 64] . Whether or not this speculative scenario entails gamma ray emission remains to be seen.
In this work we look deeper into the gamma-ray data to assess astrophysical explanations of the excess. Possibilities include a population of gamma-ray emitting objects in the dwarf galaxy itself or a chance alignment with an unrelated, distant gamma-ray source. We begin by quantifying the goodness of fit of dark matter annihilation and astrophysical spectra to the gamma-ray data (Sec. V). Then we consider each of the astrophysical possibilities: we compare the shape of RetII's energy spectrum to known classes of gamma-ray sources (Sec. VI A) and assess whether RetII hosts one or more gamma-ray emitting pulsars (Sec. VI B). In a companion paper we evaluate a dark matter annihilation hypothesis for the signal.
I. DATA SELECTION
This work considers both Pass 7 and Pass 8 Fermi-LAT data sets. These are two separate reductions of the raw spacecraft data into reconstructed lists of events along with the associated instrument response functions. To facilitate comparison between them we use data collected during the time when both are available: between Fermi mission weeks 9 and 368 (August 4, 2008 to June 24, 2015; 6.9 years). Pass 7 data is not available after this time. For Pass 7, events and instrument response functions are obtained with version v9r33p0 of the Fermi Science Tools 1 . We extract Pass 7 Reprocessed SOURCE class events within 15
• of RetII using gtselect with the recommended zmax=100
• . Events must be detected within "good time intervals" found using gtmktime with recommended filter DATA QUAL==1 && LAT CONFIG==1 and roicut=no. The instrument response (PSF and exposure) in the direction of RetII are obtained by running gtselect with a radius of 0.5
• , gtmktime with the above filter but with roicut=yes, gtltcube with default options, and gtpsf with 17 logspaced energies between 133.3 MeV and 1.333 TeV, thetamax=10
• , and ntheta=500. Pass 8 SOURCE events and instrument responses are found using the same procedure except we use version v10r0p5 of the Science Tools, the recommended zmax = 90
• in gtselect, and DATA QUAL>0 && LAT CONFIG==1 in gtmktime. Exposures and PSFs agree with those computed with the latest version v11r5p3 of the Science Tools at the subpercent level.
We define a region of interest (ROI) as a circle of radius 0.5
• containing events with energies between 0.5 and 300 GeV. Events in the ROI centered on RetII are used to consider various models for the signal. Geringer-Sameth et al. [55] adopted 1 GeV as the lower end of the energy range. This work includes energies down to 0.5 GeV in order to explore a variety of dark matter and astrophysical models. Dark matter annihilation spectra have shapes which may be a good fit to the data between 1 and 300 GeV but not at energies below 1 GeV. Reducing the energy threshold to 0.5 GeV allows us to better evaluate various interpretations of the data. Due to the energy-dependent point spread function (PSF) of the Fermi LAT, lowering the energy threshold potentially allows for contamination of an ROI by gamma rays from nearby point sources. However, in the case of RetII such sources can be safely ignored 2
II. BACKGROUND MODEL AND THE EXISTENCE OF A SOURCE TOWARD RETII
A. Adopted background model
For the gamma-ray background in the direction of RetII we adopt the Poisson background model used in [55] : the number of background events in the RetII ROI is a Poisson variable; background events are distributed isotropically within the 0.5
• ROI and their energies are independent samples from a given energy spectrum. We adopt the background energy spectrum derived by the Fermi collaboration 3 . It is the sum of an isotropic component 4 and a diffuse interstellar component 5 . The diffuse flux is averaged within a circle of radius 1
• centered on RetII (the effect of changing the size of this region is negligible). As shown in [55] this model is a very good fit to the average background within 10
• of RetII above 0.2 GeV. We denote the expected background flux dF b (E)/dEdΩ (flux of background events per energy per solid angle).
B. Detection significances
As mentioned in the introduction, two different ways of modeling the gamma-ray background yield two different detection significances for RetII. We reflect on the meaning of this discrepancy and show that comparing the two background models can yield inferences about the presence of a source in the direction of RetII. 2 The nearest source in Fermi's Third Source Catalog (3FGL) [65] is a BL Lac blazar, 1RXS J032521. Significance represents the degree to which we can reject a "background-only" null hypothesis as an explanation of the data. The p value is the probability of obtaining the observed data (or data more "signal-like", as quantified by a test statistic) if the null hypothesis were true. For source detection the hypothesis is of the form: The detected events within the RetII ROI are produced by "background processes" only. Under the background model of Sec. II A the significance of RetII using Pass 7 data is p ≈ 10 −4 (see [55] and Table I of this paper). A second background model and resulting significance test is provided by the "empirical background" technique [11, 23] (see also [12, 28, 58, 66] for an analogous "blank sky locations" method). Here, the same test statistic applied to the RetII ROI is applied to random locations within 10
• of RetII, building up the empirical probability distribution of the test statistic under the background hypothesis. The underlying assumption is that whatever background processes are at work near RetII are also at work in the direction of RetII. Then the p value is the fraction of all sampled background ROIs that look more "signal-like" than the RetII ROI (i.e. have a larger value of the test statistic). GeringerSameth et al. [55] find p ≈ 0.01 from the Pass 7 data using this method.
If we sharpen up what is meant by "background processes" we will see that the two different significances for RetII come from testing two distinct hypotheses.
The first tested hypothesis is that the background model of Sec. II A with no additional contributions can explain the RetII data. The energy spectrum dF b (E)/dEdΩ is based mainly on physical models of the Milky Way's interstellar medium [67] (e.g. cosmic ray interactions with gas), diffuse structures like the Fermi bubbles, and isotropic emission over the whole sky (which also accounts for cosmic ray contamination). Such a fundamentally diffuse process of emission is governed by Poisson statistics, with an energy spectrum changing smoothly from place to place. In particular, the model does not include discrete "bright" point sources, i.e. those with fluxes at or above the level of the diffuse processes.
Obtaining p ≈ 10 −4 for this hypothesis means that the emission towards RetII is either due to a rare statistical fluctuation or to the adoption of an incorrect spectral model (this is the usual issue of statistics vs. systematics). If the spectral model is incorrect it can be for two reasons: the presence of a localized "bright" source of gamma rays or the inadequate modeling of the diffuse physical processes.
The last explanation (no additional source but a mismodeling of the diffuse processes) is unlikely for a few reasons. First, the background model is a very good fit overall to the 10
• region surrounding RetII, showing no systematic deviation from the data [55, 57] . Second, the background spectrum has a significantly different shape from the observed RetII spectrum [ Fig. 1 of 55] , and a good fit cannot be obtained by changing its normaliza-tion (e.g. if the amount of gas along the line of sight were underestimated in the model; see also [68] ). In fact, there is no place in the sky where the Fermi diffuse model has the shape of the RetII spectrum 6 , which we take as an indication that conventional diffuse processes cannot give rise to such a spectrum. Third, the RetII excess is localized. If the diffuse model were incorrect there would likely be a highly spatially-correlated excess. Furthermore, the diffuse model shows no large variations or complicated behavior near the location of RetII, which is 50
• off the galactic plane. Finally, the RetII signal is undiminished if, instead of SOURCE events, we compute the significance using Pass 7 ULTRACLEAN events, which are a subset of SOURCE events reconstructed with higher quality and suffering a smaller cosmic ray contamination.
With cautious confidence in the diffuse model, the remaining possibilities are either a "bright" source toward RetII or a Poisson fluctuation in the detected events. We can use the results of the hypothesis test based on the empirical background model to explore this further.
Whereas p ≈ 10 −4 is the probability that diffuse processes such as cosmic ray interactions with gas and extragalactic isotropic emission can explain the RetII data, p ≈ 0.01 is the probability of an excess from all mechanisms besides emission from a dwarf galaxy (i.e. from any cause other than dark matter annihilation within the dwarf). The additional mechanisms in this more inclusive hypothesis are those stated above: the presence of additional gamma-ray sources along the line of sight and systematic deviations from the assumed diffuse model. That this probability of 0.01 is relatively high by particle physics standards means that, for this set of data and using this particular test statistic, we cannot reject the hypothesis that there is no dark matter annihilation taking place in RetII. However, as we show next, we can use this information in a back of the envelope calculation that shows that the RetII data are much more likely to be due to a source than to a background fluctuation.
Consider all the significant-looking sky locations like RetII's. How many contain "bright" sources (i.e. those with flux above the diffuse level) and how many are Poisson fluctuations of the diffuse processes (assuming they are correctly modeled)? Let P(F b ) be the probability that the brightest source in a random ROI has a flux below the diffuse background level F b . We seek the probability that a given ROI with "RetII-like" gamma-ray data D 7 does not contain a bright source: P(F b | D). This 6 We determined this by extracting the spectrum of the Fermi Pass 7 diffuse interstellar emission model within every 0.125 • × 0.125 • pixel covering the whole sky and adding it to the isotropic spectral model. At no location does the spectral energy distribution E 2 dF/dE peak above 1 GeV (compare with 2 GeV for RetII; see Secs. V and VI A), with 99.8% of the sky having E 2 dF/dE peak below 0.7 GeV (the Pass 8 model gives similar results). 7 More precisely, D is the statement that the test statistic for the ROI is larger than the one observed in RetII.
can be rewritten in terms of p values:
, where the two hypothesis tests discussed
8 . In words, the probability of a statistical fluctuation is less than 1% and the probability that there is a source with flux above the diffuse background level is greater than 99%. Given the data, and based only on the observable statistics of the gamma-ray sky, it is over 100 times more likely that the RetII excess arises from an abovebackground source rather than from a Poisson fluctuation of the diffuse background.
This rough calculation has no bearing on whether or not the emission is caused by dark matter annihilation. Rather, it justifies us taking the simple existence of a source as the starting point for our explorations here. We note that commonly used test statistics [e.g. 11, 12, 69] are designed to be powerful at rejecting the diffuse model as the null hypothesis, not at distinguishing a dark matter signal from a previously unidentified astrophysical point source. This paper focuses on this second question (see also [56, 66, 70, 71] for progress in incorporating unknown source populations at the level of the likelihood).
III. GAMMA-RAY LIKELIHOOD
The gamma-ray observable X γ is the list of events i with energies E i and angular separations φ i from the center of the ROI. Dividing the events into bins of energy and angular separation we have n j events in bin j. Model parameters (e.g. dark matter particle properties, energy spectrum shape parameters, or those describing RetII's dark matter halo) are denoted by θ. The expected number of counts in bin j is µ j (θ). For the adopted Poisson background model, the probability (or likelihood) of observing the set n ≡ (n 1 , n 2 , . . . ) given model parameters θ is simply the product of Poisson distributions:
The expected counts can be divided into source (signal) and background components: µ j (θ) = B j + S j (θ), where B j and S j (θ) are integrals of the differential expected counts b(E) and s(E, φ | θ) over the E and φ range of bin j.
The differential background b(E) (predicted background events per energy per solid angle) is
8 Applying this argument to the actual RetII ROI would take us into Bayesian territory. In that case P (D) is greater than 0.01, but to quantify it we would have to assign degrees of belief to the various particle properties of dark matter and the parameters describing RetII's dark matter halo.
where dF b (E)/dEdΩ is the adopted background flux model of Sec. II A and (E) is the Fermi-LAT exposure (effective area × time) in the direction of RetII. The differential signal s(E, φ | θ) for a point source depends on energy and angular separation from RetII and on the model parameters θ:
where dF (E | θ)/dE is the source photon flux per energy and the φ dependence is governed entirely by the instrument's PSF 9 . We discuss the choice to model RetII as a point source rather than an extended one in Sec. IV B.
Our statistical tests will be based on an unbinned likelihood. As the size of the bins in E and φ shrink to zero Eq. 1 becomes (4) where the integral is over the entire ROI (i.e. all energies and angular separations). The product in Eq. 4 is over the individual observed events, i.e. s i = s(E i , φ i | θ).
In the limit of small bins the constant of proportionality in Eq. 4 goes to zero. It is convenient to normalize the probability by a term which does not depend on the model parameters θ. A likelihood ratio where the denominator is the probability under the background-only model is a convenient choice. Dividing Eq. 1 by itself but with all S j = 0 yields a finite limit as the bins become infinitesimal (cf. Eq. 22 of [11] ):
IV. SOURCE MODELS
We consider two classes of models to describe the gamma ray source toward RetII: phenomenological descriptions of astrophysical sources and dark matter annihilation within RetII.
A. Astrophysical source models
We model astrophysical sources as point sources with either power law or curved "log parabola" spectra. These two functional forms are used to describe the vast majority of gamma-ray sources in the Fermi Third Source Catalog (3FGL) [65] . In the 3FGL each source (unless it is a pulsar) is fit with both a power law and a log 9 In this work we do not model the finite energy resolution of the LAT (∆E/E 0.1 for E 0.5 GeV) as the spectra we consider are much broader than this.
parabola spectrum. If the log parabola spectrum is found to be a significantly better fit (difference in test statistic greater than 16) it is adopted as the "spectral type" in the catalog. Of the 3034 sources in the catalog, 2523 are described by a power law spectrum and 395 are assigned log parabola spectra. The remaining 116 sources are pulsars (and the extremely bright blazar 3C 454.3) and are fit with power laws with exponential or superexponential cutoffs. We consider a pulsar interpretation of the RetII signal in Sec. VI B. We note that other spectral shapes (e.g. broken power law) may provide better fits to some sources. However, for the purpose of comparing RetII's spectrum to those of known gamma ray sources we adopt the same spectral models used in the 3FGL. The power law spectrum has two model parameters, a normalization F 0 and a slope α,
where E 0 is an arbitrary reference energy that we fix to 1 GeV. The log parabola spectrum has an additional curvature parameter β:
where log is the natural logarithm. In the 3FGL the reference energy, called the pivot energy E p , varies from source to source. Changing the reference energy changes the parameter α [72] : α(E p ) = α(E 0 ) + 2β log(E p /E 0 ). We convert the α(E p )'s given in the 3FGL to α(E 0 = 1 GeV) for this work.
B. Dark matter annihilation
For dark matter annihilation the model parameters are θ = (M, σv , ch, J), with the first three representing the dark matter particle mass, its velocity-averaged annihilation cross section, and the annihilation channel (i.e. Standard Model final state). We treat RetII as a point source of gamma-rays (see below). Therefore, as far as gamma-ray emission is concerned, its dark matter halo is parameterized by a single quantity J, the integral over the halo volume of the dark matter density squared divided by the line-of-sight distance squared. The dark matter annihilation flux to be used in Eq. 3 is given by (e.g. [11] )
where dN γ /dE is the number of gamma-rays emitted per annihilation (per energy) for the given final state channel and mass M . For dN γ /dE we adopt the spectra computed by Cirelli et al. [73] , which include electroweak corrections [74] . For point-source emission J is exactly degenerate with σv in Eq. 8 and we treat σv J as a single parameter which normalizes the amplitude of the signal. In this way our results are independent of any particular choice of J. Equations 3 and 8 represent a point source approximation. To be accurate, J must be replaced with the J-profile dJ(φ)/dΩ (e.g. [40] ) and convolved with the PSF as described in [11] . The J-profile is the integral of the square of the dark matter density along the line of sight as a function of the angle φ from the center of the dwarf. The use of Eqs. 3 and 8 is justified if the J-profile is much narrower than Fermi's PSF. The 68% containment angle of the gamma-ray PSF for the RetII observation is about 0.5
• at 2 GeV and decreases to 0.2
• at 10 GeV. Interestingly, the median posterior estimate of the 68% containment angle for RetII's J-profile, as measured by Bonnivard et al. [75] , is roughly 1 • , with half the sampled J-profiles being more extended. However, 0.5
• corresponds to 260 pc at the distance to RetII (30 kpc), while the halflight radius of RetII is only 58 pc [76] and the outermost spectroscopically confirmed member star is at a projected distance of 90 pc [52] . This means that inferences about the extent of RetII's dark matter halo strongly depend on assumptions about the halo beyond the radius probed by observations. Thus at the present time no firm conclusions can be made about RetII's dark matter distribution on angular scales of 0.5
• . We note that Hooper and Linden [56] find that the Pass 7 data do not prefer a departure from the point source assumption for RetII, while Li et al. [60] find a a slight (∆χ 2 = 1.3) preference for extension in 9 years of Pass 8.
V. GOODNESS OF FIT OF VARIOUS SPECTRAL MODELS
In this section we consider which spectral models are good fits to the gamma-ray data from RetII and which cannot explain the emission.
A. Method
We use a likelihood ratio to assess the goodness of fit of the various emission models to the RetII data. Under the null hypothesis we wish to test, the emission is governed by a particular spectral model and associated parameters θ 0 . For example, θ 0 might be dark matter annihilation with a given mass, channel, and value of σv J. Or it could be a log parabola model with a specified F 0 , α, and β.
A powerful test of the null hypothesis is performed by comparing θ 0 to plausible alternatives using a likelihood ratio. We take these alternatives to be any of the spectral models described in Sec. IV. The test statistic, a function of the gamma-ray data X γ , is (e.g. [77, 78] )
In this equation,θ is the model which maximizes the likelihood for the given data set X γ . The maximization is performed over all spectral types (dark matter, power law, or log parabola) and all parameters within those types (e.g. mass, channel, F 0 , α, β, etc.). Large values of λ(X γ ) indicate that the hypothesis θ 0 is a poor fit to the data X γ . We use Eq. 5 to compute the likelihood ratio.
Our set of alternative models are not nested, the true values of θ may lie beyond the boundaries of the parameter space for the log parabola model (see below), and it is unclear whether the number of events in the 0.5
• ROI is large enough to apply Wilks theorem [77, 79] . We therefore simulate large numbers of fake ROIs to directly construct the sampling distribution of λ(X γ ) under a given hypothesis θ 0 (see [80] for a possible alternative). Background events are generated using the model of Sec. II A and signal events using the models of Sec. IV. The goodness of fit p value for θ 0 is the fraction of realizations with a larger value of λ(X γ ) than obtained for the observed RetII data. We find that, for the best fitting models θ 0 , the distribution of λ(X γ ) is not well described by a χ 2 distribution. However, for the 13 best fitting models (11 dark matter, power law, and log parabola) the PDF of λ(X γ ) is fairly well described by a gamma distribution with shape parameter k ≈ 3 and scale parameter θ ≈ 1.4, suggesting that a scaled version of λ(X γ ) may be distributed as a χ 2 variable with 6 degrees of freedom 10 . The maximization of the likelihood is performed over a grid of model parameters (except for the normalizations σv J and F 0 which can vary continuously). We have chosen the grid to be fine enough so that the results are not sensitive to the discreteness. For the dark matter models the allowed masses run from the mass of the final state particle up to 1 TeV in log-spaced steps where neighboring masses differ by 2%. For the power law spectrum we consider indices α running from 1 to 3 in steps of 0.01 (the range for 3FGL sources is between 1.1 to 5.7). For the log parabola models, α runs from −1 to 5 in steps of 0.05 (the range in the 3FGL is -0.54 to 4.6), and β runs from 0.05 to 1 in steps of 0.05 (the range in the 3FGL is 0.03 to 1). Though values of β greater than 1 are physical, the upper limit of 1 is imposed in order to more easily compare with the 3FGL, where 1 is the maximum allowable β. Additionally, the log parabola model is meant to model astrophysical sources and it is 10 This holds when the true parameters are sufficiently far from the boundary of parameter space. In the case where the null hypothesis is background-only (i.e. F 0 = 0) about 10% the samples have λ(Xγ ) = 0 while the rest are gamma-distributed with k ≈ 0.8 and θ ≈ 2.3.
appropriate to restrict its parameter space to where such sources are expected to lie. We discuss the relaxation of the β < 1 requirement in Sec. VI A.
B. Results
We find the best fitting model parameters (those which maximize the likelihood in Eq. 5) for each spectral class: power law, log parabola, and dark matter for each annihilation channel. We then test whether each of these best fit models is actually a good fit to the RetII data using the likelihood ratio test described above. That is, we set θ 0 to a best fit model, generate fake data X γ under this model to find the distribution of λ(X γ ), and find what fraction of fake data sets have λ(X γ ) higher than that observed for RetII. The resulting p values are shown in Table I .
The best fits (highest p values) are for a source with a log parabola spectrum or dark matter particles annihilating into leptons, followed by annihilation into quarks and gauge bosons. For every dark matter model there is at least one particle mass for which the fit is acceptable.
Power law models, on the other hand, are in tension with the Pass 7 RetII data with p = 0.025. Specifically, if there were a power law source in the direction of RetII with spectral index of α = 2.09 there is only a 2.5% chance of finding λ(X γ ) as large is it is measured to be. In other words, RetII appears to have a significantly curved spectrum.
Note that Table I only shows best fitting models, not uncertainties in model parameters. In the next section we discuss constraints on the log parabola model parameters and a companion paper will explore dark matter parameter space (see also Fig. 4 in [55] ). Figure 1 shows the best fitting model spectra and compares them with the observed RetII data. The data points show the empirical spectrum of RetII derived from the observed event counts within 0.25
• of RetII. These are binned in energy (5 bins per decade starting at 0.2 GeV) and error bars show 68% Poisson confidence intervals. The empirical flux is the number of counts divided by the exposure and energy bin width. Model spectra as well as the background spectrum are plotted as curves. Pass 7 and Pass 8 results are shown with their respective best fitting models (we discuss consistency in Sec. VII). Figure 2 illustrates the fit as a function of energy and angular separation from RetII. The 0.5
• RetII ROI is divided into four annuli with equal solid angle, which are shown as different rows. The best fitting log parabola and power law models are plotted. In Figs. 1 and 2 the model spectra (Eqs. 6, 7, and 8) are scaled by the PSF integrated within the corresponding annulus in order to compare with data. The energy dependence of the PSF explains why, for example, the power law spectrum is not a straight line. 
VI. COMPARISON WITH ASTROPHYSICAL POPULATIONS A. Sources in the 3FGL
Among the models meant to describe astrophysical sources, the log parabola spectrum is a perfectly acceptable fit to the data (p = 0.73 in Pass 7). This motivates a comparison with the various source populations present in the 3FGL. Another likelihood ratio test statistic is used to place constraints on the α and β parameters of the log parabola spectrum that can describe the RetII emission. The space of alternative hypotheses (the numerator in Eq. 9) is restricted to include only log parabola spectra with −1 ≤ α ≤ 5, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1, and any value for F 0 . To test whether a given set α, β is an acceptable fit to the data we maximize the likelihood over the normalization F 0 while holding α and β fixed. This constrained maximum likelihood value is used as the null hypotheses in the denominator of Eq. 9. With fixed numbers of degrees of freedom in the null and alternative hypotheses, TABLE I. Goodness of fit for the best fitting models to the gamma-ray signal from RetII. The first two rows are for log parabola (Eq. 7) and power law spectra (Eq. 6). The third row gives the goodness of fit for the background-only model (i.e. F0 = 0). The last 11 rows correspond to gamma-ray spectra of dark matter annihilating into various Standard Model final states (Eq. 8). The first three columns give the best fitting model parameters, while the fourth column is the likelihood ratio of the model compared to the best fitting model (see Eq. 9). The last column is the goodness of fit p value of the model: the probability of obtaining a larger λ(Xγ) than observed for RetII if the model were true. Each pair of columns shows results for Pass 7 on the left and Pass 8 on the right. we cautiously make use of the χ 2 approximation to the likelihood ratio [e.g. 77] . In this case λ(X γ ) should be distributed as χ 2 with 2 degrees of freedom and regions of α, β space where λ(X γ ) > 2.3 (6.2) are ruled out at 68.3% (95.4%) significance.
The contours in Fig. 3 show the resulting confidence intervals. The large black cross shows the best fitting parameters for the Pass 7 RetII data, occurring at the edge of the allowable parameter space at (α, β) = (−0.7, 1). Solid lines show the 68% and 95% confidence regions for Pass 7 (the large black dashed circle and dashed black contour show the best fit and 68% region for Pass 8; the 95% contour includes the entire figure since λ(X γ ) < 6.2 for the log parabola model in Pass 8).
To check the coverage of the confidence intervals we simulated 10 4 fake data sets for each of 20 points along the 68% and 95% contours (using the best fit F 0 at that (α, β) value). For each fake data set we find the sampling distribution of λ(X γ ) and directly find the p value for the RetII observation (the fraction of fake data sets with λ(X γ ) larger than the RetII value). This exact p value is compared with the approximate p value obtained using a χ 2 distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. In these experiments we find the actual p to fall between 0.4 and 0.8 times the approximate p value, indicating that the contours are conservative (i.e. the probability they enclose the true value of α and β is greater than 68% and 95%). In terms of "sigma values" (where 1σ = 68.3% and 2σ = 95.4%), the contours correspond to sigma values about 0.1σ to 0.3σ higher than stated. This is perhaps expected since the χ 2 approximation should break down when the true parameters are at the boundary of the parameter space (or beyond). Figure 3 also shows the spectral parameters of 298 sources which are assigned a log parabola spectrum in the 3FGL catalog. Different markers denote different source classes, as described in Table 6 of [65] . Extragalactic and unassociated sources are listed in the legend on the left and galactic sources on right.
Of the 395 curved 3FGL sources 114 have one or more analysis flags set, indicating that some aspect of their analysis is problematic (e.g. detection significance or measured flux unstable to changes in the diffuse model, located near a brighter source, poor quality of spectral fit; see [65] for details). The majority of these are unassociated sources, have β > 0.25, and are located very close to the Galactic plane where the source density is high and the diffuse model more uncertain. We remove the 97 sources with |b| < 5
• that have an analysis flag set (other than the flag indicating β = 1). The remaining 17 flagged sources are shown with faded markers in Fig. 3 . This selection removes sources with likely biased parameters that are anyway unlikely to be counterparts of a source at RetII's location (b ≈ −50
• ). RetII, Pass 7 φ ∈ [0.00
Power law
Log parabola
Same as Fig. 1 but showing the fits at varying angular separation from RetII. Different rows correspond to spectra constructed from different annuli. The best fit power law and log parabola source models are compared.
Error bars on the individual 3FGL sources are omitted for clarity but we note that the sizes of the errors on α and β are each highly correlated with the value of β. The RetII contours are quite large compared to the 3FGL error bars because RetII is detected at much lower significance than these sources. There are a number of unassociated 3FGL sources (empty black circles) within the RetII 2σ Pass 7 contour, and even several BL Lacs (empty blue diamonds) and active galaxies of uncertain type (filled green circles). The vast majority of sources that can be associated with galactic or extragalactic counterparts, however, have significantly different spectral shape than RetII. In particular, the two blazar classes (BL Lacs and flat spectrum radio quasars) that make up the bulk of associated curved sources populate a relatively well-defined region in α, β space with β 0.3. Of the 2918 non-pulsar 3FGL sources, 298 (with |b| > 5
• and no analysis flag) have significant curvature and of these only 5 (40) lie within the 68% (95%) Pass 7 RetII contours. Even with the limited photon counts, the data suggest that RetII may have spectral parameters substantially different from almost all other known gammaray sources.
From Eq. 7 we see that the maximum of E 2 dF/dE (the spectral energy distribution) occurs at an energy E peak where log(E peak /E 0 ) = (1 − α/2)/β. In Fig. 3 contours of constant E peak (gray dashed lines) are straight lines radiating from (α, β) = (2, 0), with positive slope if E peak < E 0 and negative slope if E peak > E 0 . The degeneracy direction in the α, β contours suggests that E peak is what is actually being measured in the data, rather than α and β individually. This is verified in Fig. 4 , where we reparameterize the log parabola spectra using E peak instead of α and find the best fit within the range 10 MeV < E peak < 1 TeV and 0 < β < 1 . Representative error bars for 3FGL sources are obtained with the same binning procedure used in Fig. 3 (we use simple error propagation to find the errors on log(E peak /E 0 ) and note that for some sources with the lowest measured β's the errors on E peak can reach 100%, reflecting the fact that E peak is ill-defined as β → 0). While the data imply a lower limit on RetII's curvature parameter, they provide a well-constrained measurement of the peak of its spectral energy distribution as expected from, e.g., Fig. 1 . It appears that FSRQs radiate most of their gamma-ray energy in photons of systematically lower energy than RetII does.
It is clear from Fig. 4 that curvatures larger than β = 1 will improve the fit. If we relax the constraint from the 3FGL that β ≤ 1, the best fitting β increases from 1 to 3.0 in Pass 7 (3.8 in Pass 8), and λ(X γ ) becomes similar to the best fitting models of Table I . Since E peak and β are uncorrelated we measure them each individually, maximizing the likelihood over the other parameter and F 0 , and assuming that the likelihood ratio is governed by a χ 2 distribution with 1 degree of freedom. We measure 3.1 < E peak /GeV < 4.5 and 1.4 < β < 5.9 at 68.3% confidence for the Pass 7 data. For Pass 8 we find 4.0 < E peak /GeV < 6.4 and β > 1.6. As with Pass 7, the likelihood ratio rises rapidly as β decreases from its best fit value, but λ(X γ ) is still less than 1 when β = 10, yielding a one-sided confidence interval on β. As expected, E peak is constrained rather precisely while the data essentially provide a lower bound on β.
B. Pulsars
Among the source classes in the 3FGL, pulsars are notable for their significantly curved spectra. About 75% of the pulsars in the 3FGL have a curvature significance greater than 4σ (as compared with FSRQs (17%), BL Lacs (3%), blazars of uncertain type (3%), supernova remnants (57%), globular clusters (40%), and unassociated sources (17%)). If RetII hosts one or more gammaray emitting pulsars that may explain its curved spectrum.
We make an estimate of the pulsar contribution to RetII's gamma-ray flux by considering the 15 globular clusters in the 3FGL. The gamma-ray emission from glob- (104) fsrq (99) bll (36) bcu (18) agn (2) nlsy1 (2) rdg (2) gal (1) hmb (3) bin (1) snr (11) spp (5) psr (8) glc (5) pwn (1) FIG. 3. The energy spectrum of Reticulum II compared with sources in the 3FGL. Axes correspond to the parameters of the log parabola spectrum (Eq. 7). The large black cross shows the best fit values using Pass 7 data and the solid black contours are 68% and 95% confidence intervals on RetII's α and β (constrained to the range −1 < α < 5 and 0.05 < β < 1). Analogous Pass 8 results shown by the large dashed circle, with the dashed contour representing the 68% confidence region (the 95% Pass 8 contour includes the entire plane). Individual points represent sources in the 3FGL, with different marker styles corresponding to different source classes. These include unassociated sources (empty circles), flat spectrum radio quasars (fsrq, red crosses), BL Lacs (bll, empty blue diamonds), and blazars of uncertain type (bcu, filled green circles). Extragalactic sources are listed in the legend on the left, galactic sources on the right (see Table 6 of [65] for a complete description of the source classes). The four black error bars running up the right-hand side show typical error bars for the 3FGL points (error sizes are highly correlated with β, see text). Faded markers indicate 17 sources for which the 3FGL analysis has been flagged as potentially unreliable. Lines of constant E peak , the energy at which E 2 dF/dE peaks, are shown as gray dashed lines radiating from (α, β) = (2, 0). In counterclockwise order, the lines correspond to E peak = 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 GeV. ular clusters is likely powered by populations of millisecond pulsars (MSPs) [e.g. [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] . For each globular cluster, we scale its gamma-ray flux to what it would be at the distance of RetII. We also scale the gamma-ray flux according to the ratio of V-band luminosity L V of the globular cluster [86, 2010 edition] to that of RetII [50] . In this way each globular cluster provides an estimate of the pulsar emission which might be expected from RetII. As RetII has an old, metal-poor stellar population, similar to globular clusters, the visual luminosity is a proxy for number of stars. The luminosity scaling assumes that the number of MSPs in a system is proportional to the number of stars. However, MSPs are typically found in binary systems, and the stellar encounter rate in globular clusters correlates with both their abundance of X-ray binaries (possible progenitors of MSPs) and their gammaray luminosity [83, 87, 88] . Because of its extremely low stellar density compared to globular clusters (hence low encounter rate), RetII likely harbors a far smaller fraction of binary systems than do globular clusters, and therefore a far fewer number of MSPs per unit luminosity. Furthermore, selection bias leads to the globular clusters in the 3FGL having higher gamma-ray luminosities than expected from the scaling based on the population of Milky Way globular clusters (there are 104 gamma-ray quiet globular clusters in the Harris catalog with greater L V /D 2 than the 3FGL globular cluster with the smallest L V /D 2 ). For these reasons, our globular cluster scaling is conservative and will tend to overestimate the RetII pulsar flux. • of RetII (compare with Figs. 1 and 2 ). While the spectral shape of globular cluster emission is often quite similar to what we observe from RetII, the expected flux is too small to explain the RetII signal by over an order of magnitude. We also consider the peak intensity (104) fsrq (99) bll (36) bcu (18) agn (2) nlsy1 (2) rdg (2) gal (1) hmb (3) bin (1) snr (11) spp (5) psr (8) glc (5) pwn (1) FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but with log parabola spectra parameterized by E peak (the energy at which the energy flux E 2 dF/dE peaks) and curvature β. shows the spectrum of a gamma-ray detected globular cluster scaled according to the distance and luminosity of the globular cluster relative to RetII. Solid lines correspond to globular clusters with power law spectra in the 3FGL, dashed lines to those with log parabola spectra. The thick curve shows the diffuse background. Fluxes are integrated over a region of radius 0.25
• as in Fig. 1 .
(flux per solid angle) of the scaled globular cluster emission: the maximum value of the PSF multiplied by the point source flux (see Eq. 3). Except for Palomar 9, each scaled globular cluster has a gamma-ray intensity an order of magnitude or more below the background estimate in RetII's direction. Palomar 9's intensity lies slightly above background at energies above 30 GeV. However, at these energies we expect fewer than a single event to be detected by Fermi. We conclude that it is highly unlikely that a population of MSPs could give rise to an observable gamma-ray signal from RetII.
Another way to see the implausibility of the MSP explanation is to note that the estimated number of MSPs in gamma-ray emitting globular clusters range from about ten to at most a few hundred [83, 89, 90] . This relative handful of MSPs occur in densely packed systems of millions of stars. RetII, with about 1000 solar luminosities, is unlikely to possess a single MSP. In fact, using a sample of globular clusters not selected by gamma-ray luminosity, Hooper and Linden [91] find the occurrence of MSPs in globular clusters to be about 1 per 10 6 solar luminosities.
The results of this section, based on simple scaling arguments, are in agreement with the conclusions of Winter et al. [92] . In that study, the pulsar contribution to dwarf galaxy gamma-ray fluxes is estimated by constructing a gamma-ray luminosity function for isolated Milky Way MSPs and then scaling the Milky Way population down by the ratio of dwarf galaxy to Milky Way stellar mass. The authors find an expected pulsar contribution 1 to 5 orders of magnitude below the diffuse background gamma-ray flux for all ultrafaint dwarf galaxies.
Our arguments do not address the possibility of an MSP unrelated to RetII that happens to lie along the line of sight. The probability of such a coincidence can be estimated with population synthesis simulations [e.g. [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] . In particular, Winter et al. [92] predict the flux from foreground pulsars to be similar to the flux from those internal to RetII. Dedicated searches in radio [e.g. 61] and X-rays may also be able to discover an interloping pulsar.
VII. DISCUSSION
Among the types of background gamma-ray sources that might lie along RetII's line of sight, blazars are perhaps the most likely candidates. This population makes up the majority of associated 3FGL sources at high galactic latitudes. In addition, a large fraction of the unassociated 3FGL sources likely have blazar counterparts [e.g. [97] [98] [99] [100] . Generic radio sources [101, 102] number in the hundreds of thousands, with only a tiny fraction being associated with a gamma-ray source. In contrast, around 30% of the approximately 3000 known blazar candidates appear in the 3FGL [62, 103] . As we have shown, comparing the gamma-ray spectra of blazars with that of a tentative gamma-ray source offers a way of making a distinction between dark matter annihilation and blazar emission. Taken at face value, the high curvature and spectral energy peak of RetII are markedly different from the two main blazar types. In particular, E peak is measured more robustly than β making the separation between RetII and the FSRQs especially clean. The separation between RetII and the BL Lacs is based on the apparently large curvature of RetII, though this separation is less marked than for the FSRQs. This is particularly important as Regis et al. [61] have identified two BL Lac candidates behind RetII. As Fermi increases its exposure (and if there is in fact a source in RetII's direction), confidence regions in Fig. 4 will shrink, the catalog of gamma-ray loud blazars will expand, and the comparison between RetII and blazar types will come into sharper focus.
In contrast to blazars, our analysis of gamma-ray spectral shape cannot distinguish a dark matter signal from pulsar emission. This spectral similarity has been a central issue in the search for dark matter annihilation at the Galactic Center [e.g. [104] [105] [106] [107] . Searches in dwarf galaxies appear to avoid the problem (Sec. VI B, also [92] ). Of course, RetII may be a system with a peculiar history [e.g. 64, 108] and our analogy with globular clusters may break down. Future study of RetII at all wavelengths will help pin down possible gamma-ray sources within (and behind) RetII.
Our discussion in Sec. II B about the relative probabilities of a statistical fluctuation vs. an additional gamma-ray source in RetII's direction is based on a well known property of the Fermi sky: sampling random sky locations turns up more "high-significance" locations (i.e. hot pixels) than would be expected from the Poisson statistical fluctuations of the diffuse model (see, e.g. [11, 12, 28, 58, 66] in the context of dark matter searches). This phenomenon has been invoked to argue for a millisecond pulsar explanation of the Galactic Center gamma-ray excess [70, 106, 107] and, at higher latitudes, to constrain source populations [93, 96, 99, [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] as well as dark matter annihilation [114] [115] [116] [117] . In this work, the task is to understand the origin of one particular hot pixel (i.e. RetII) that is known to host a dark matter halo with a large J value. As the origin of the excess high-significance locations becomes better understood (i.e. via "1-point function" analyses) it will be possible to quantify the probability that a RetII-like observation is caused by a particular class of sources. Finally, we return to the differences between Pass 7 and Pass 8. There are differences in detection significance and in the best fitting properties of the RetII source when analyzed with the two data sets. The ultimate solution requires finding the probability of jointly obtaining the Pass 7 and Pass 8 results when there either is or is not a source in RetII's direction. This is beyond the scope of this work. However, our analysis can partially address the consistency question: is there a single RetII energy spectrum consistent with both the Pass 7 and Pass 8 data sets?
Though we analyzed the two data sets independently, in reality they are highly overlapping [e.g. 12]: dividing the events detected within 15
• of RetII into energy bins we find that, over the same 6.9 observation, about 60-70% of events between 1 and 10 GeV found in one data set are also found in the other.
We can obtain a necessary condition for consistency by treating the Pass 7 and Pass 8 data sets as two independent observations of the same object. If there is no single spectrum that is a good fit to both data sets when they are treated independently then the data sets will certainly be inconsistent had their dependence been properly included. The best fitting log parabola model to the combined Pass 7/Pass 8 data set (with all three log parabola parameters completely free) is α = −8.1, β = 3.5, E peak = 4.2 GeV, and F 0 = 1.5 × 10 −13 cm −2 sec −1 GeV −1 . Taking this model as the null model θ 0 (Sec. V A) the goodness of fit test statistic is λ(X γ ) = 1.1 for the Pass 7 data, and λ(X γ ) = 1.0 for the Pass 8 data. The distribution for λ(X γ ) should be χ 2 distributed with 3 degrees of freedom, giving p ≈ 0.8 for both Pass 7 and Pass 8. When considered independently, the confidence intervals for the log parabola parameters inferred from Pass 7 and 8 are therefore highly overlapping. Correlations between the two data sets will increase the level tension but we conclude that consistency is plausible.
There are also indications of consistency between 6.9 years of Pass 7 the 9-year Pass 8 results of Li et al. [60] .
The best fitting dark model reported by [60] is for dark matter with a mass of 16 GeV annihilating into τ leptons. While they do not report a best fitting annihilation cross section, this mass fits the 6.9-year data essentially as well as the best fitting masses we find (M = 13.9 GeV in Pass 7 and 19.5 GeV in 6.9 years of Pass 8; λ(X γ ) changes by ∼ 0.1 when shifting these masses to 16 GeV while maximizing with respect to σv J). As for level of significance, the reported T S = 13.5 corresponds to p ≈ 10 −4 for the diffuse Poisson background model as mentioned in the introduction. Using Fig. 11 of [58] , which is based on a blank sky calibration that takes into account a trials factor needed for searching multiple masses, such a T S value corresponds to p ≈ 0.01. This blank sky method for evaluating significance is approximately analogous to the empirical background sampling method which yielded p = 0.01 in 6.5 years of Pass 7 data [55] . Thus the arguments of Sec. II B may well hold for the 9-year Pass 8 data as well as the 6.5-year Pass 7 data.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We present a series of analyses to follow up on the detection of a gamma-ray signal from the direction of a dwarf galaxy. Our main focus is on assessing whether there is a plausible astrophysical interpretation for the signal. We first quantify the probability that the excess is due to a Poisson fluctuation of diffuse background processes vs. the existence of a previously unknown point source source along the line of sight. We show that comparing the gamma-ray spectrum of the new source to those of known classes of gamma-ray emitters can help rule out a chance alignment with an unrelated background object. Finally, we estimate the level of emission from a population of pulsars within the dwarf which could mimic a dark matter signal.
These analyses are applied to Fermi observations of the Reticulum II dwarf, the most promising dwarf dark matter signal seen so far. We find that a line of sight featuring a gamma-ray excess like RetII's has high likelihood (probability greater than 99%) of hosting a gammaray source with flux above the diffuse background level. We use a simple log parabola parameterization of RetII's gamma-ray spectrum and compare with known sources in the 3FGL catalog. RetII has a significantly curved energy spectrum, which is a distinctive feature among gamma-ray sources. We find that of the blazar types (which represent the majority of high latitude associated gamma-ray sources), flat spectrum radio quasars emit most of their gamma-ray energy at lower energy (E peak ) than RetII does. BL Lacs can emit at energies comparable to RetII's, though they in general have spectral curvatures too low to explain the RetII data. All of these conclusions are stronger when considering 6.9 years of Pass 7 data than the same amount of Pass 8 data, for which the significance of the RetII excess is lower and all confidence regions expand considerably. For any promising dark matter target, not just RetII, these techniques will help to distinguish a dark matter explanation from an astrophysical one.
